A Letter from Elizabeth
Greetings from Cherry Creek Now Magazine
Change is a funny thing that can be viewed in so many ways. I choose to look at it as new and
revitalizing. At this time of year we experience the change of the seasons, with new spring blooms
and snowmelt off the peaks. In Cherry Creek, change has, and will continue to occur surprising us
with the transformations every time we visit this incredible neighborhood. Whether it’s the building
that was there one week and gone the next, or the new boutique or restaurant that moved in, we are
exposed to change in so many ways. It’s what keeps the community vibrant and relevant.
With all the physical changes, Cherry Creek continues to maintain a special sense of community. You
still find a bright and personable repoire at every business you visit. A sense of pride permeates. And
of course, those with pet companions are happy it is still such a pet-friendly neighborhood! I can’t
walk down the street without seeing a dog bowl for water or a person stopping to pet someone’s dog.
In this issue our own Tina Friedman, of Style TM takes us to Cherry Creek’s finest boutiques to
find that perfect swimwear and warm weather fashion. And taking care of your skin anytime of year
should always be a top priority. With Michael Moore’s expert tips on how to keep your skin glowing
from the inside out, you will fall in love with the practical ways to accomplish just that!
This is a great time to plan events you want to support, from the Furry Scurry in Washington Park on
May 6th, to the Heart of the Horse Gala at the Colorado Horse Park on June 3rd, just to name a few.
These events that support our 4-legged friends are so important.
This season is such a great time to live in Colorado and I hope everyone can get outside and enjoy this
beautiful time of year!

					Have a Wonderful Spring,

					Elizabeth Hamilton, Publisher/Editor
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Warm Weather Fashion

Double Duty Looks
Spring means it’s time to get your wardrobe for the sunny season.

SOL

Lucky for us, Cherry Creek North is blooming with boutiques chock
full of inspirational pieces. If you are jetting off to the Tropics or
soaking up the sunny days at home in Colorado, having a style strategy
to take your look from day to night with little or no effort will make
dressing for the warmer months both easy and enjoyable.
This season I’m steering my clients towards double duty looks to
achieve lots of options. There is great value in functional pieces that
can be worn for water fun by day and evolved into an elevated evening
look simply by layering a long styled cover-up dress, such as this
beauty found at SOL. Now located in Cherry Creek North at 3010
East 6th Avenue, SOL is a swimsuit haven. They are known for their
perfectly curated bra & panty selection but all should know this: the
swim suit collection at SOL is by far the most expansive in style, fit,
and flatter.
And who hasn’t felt the pressure of finding the appropriate swimwear
with a proper fit? All too often it is too much for some of us to handle
so we go for the perceived safe choice, the beloved tankini! Though

SOL

not always a poor choice, the tankini doesn’t have to be your only
option. At SOL, you can find the most magical suits available. Those
who have held the belief that you can’t, or even worse, shouldn’t wear
a two-piece, have been misguided. The key to rockin’ a bikini is the
fit, a sassy attitude and a positive self-loving mindset. SOL carries
many styles that are designed to fit many different body types and
lifestyles. They will help you find the proper sized bra tops and then
help you choose from a variety of bottom options. For those that need
extra support up top, they have you covered & lifted with a halter top
style that offers amazing support. They will match that top with a great
fitting bottom for an overall different look and you’ll be set for the
waves during the day and have another option for the night.

SOL
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for Many Options
by tina marie friedman

It can be challenging to plan for beach time that transcends into
dinnertime. Consider a cover-up that can be layered over your
swimsuit, allowing you to dine al fresco casually, chicly and
comfortably. SOL has many options to choose from, such as an airy
shorter piece to a sexy full-length option that doubles as a dress.
Being prepared with pieces that can take you from poolside to
cabana makes summertime even more care free.
We are lucky to have two premier options in Cherry Creek for
our lingerie and swimwear needs. Le Soutien is located at 246
Milwaukee St. in Cherry Creek North and carries
beautiful high quality European designers at
approachable price points. They have an extensive
selection including bras, panties, sleepwear, and
bra-sized swimwear up to size G cups! That’s
right…up to G cups! This is a destination stop for

LeSoutien

“The women at Le Soutien are full of passion.
They pride themselves on empowering their
customers to make smart purchases starting
with the ‘right fit’ ”

many, especially my more voluptuous clientele. The
women at Le Soutien are full of passion. They pride
themselves on empowering their customers to make smart purchases
starting with the “right fit”. Summer ready pieces are a necessity
when it comes to dressing for the warmer months. Warm weather
dressing is fun but can be tricky when it comes to the appropriate
undergarment for that flirty backless summer dress or tops that
anchor the cold shoulder trend. Le Soutien has your solution with
the Nubra Feather-Lite bra. It provides the right amount of support
and coverage for those that fit in the smaller
cup category (a, b, c).
When it comes to sexy basics, Casabella
is the designer to explore. The “never say
never” line is exquisite with it’s beautiful lace
and incredible fit. The bralet continues to be
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Le Soutien

Warm Weather Fashion
a “must have” for this season. Don’t miss out on this effortless
piece for layering under low-cut tops or creating an element of
interest under flowy low back option. If this season finds you
walking down the aisle, look no further for your honeymoon
lingerie. Le Soutien can outfit you in the prettiest of pieces,
from the Hanky Panky “Elizabeth” babydoll look to eye-catching
Perch Denver

chemises.
Maybe you’re planning on a glamorous staycation or a tropical
getaway. At Perch Denver, you will find an array of pieces that
can help you curate the most amazing summer outfits for your
every need.
Consider this lightweight feminine beauty by Red Valentino,
paired with a great pair of jeans and comfy summer booties.
And don’t forget the impact of functional accessories such as
this perfectly styled clutch by, local designer, CoFi Leathers
(cofileathers.com) that can be changed into a cross-body bag for
hands-free touring and shopping.

Perch Denver

If florals aren’t your thing, why not add some unexpected striping
as a fun way to add dimension into your ensemble? This fun
piece by Parker is a fabulous topper to a white denim or a flirty
wrap skirt with fun platform sandals to tie it all together.

“ If florals aren’t your thing, why not add
some unexpected striping as a fun way to
add dimension to your ensemble?”
Though feminine colors will always be true for spring, this
season gives a nod to neutrals, and no better place to look for
them than Kaitlyn Collective. This boutique carries an array
of neutrals with an elevated style. When shopping at Kaitlyn
Perch Denver

Collective, you’ll find pieces that can easily be intermixed into an
existing wardrobe with the season’s most popular staples.
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For example, fringe is one trend that keeps our look current
but this season it’s more about a hint of fringe instead of “all
out fringe.” Creating a fashion forward look is easy at Kaitlyn
Collective. Simply add a fun fringed lightweight spring knit top to
Strom jeans, available in lightweight fabrics and a variety of tones.
You can look and feel polished in this outfit while lunching with
friends or running about Cherry Creek with kids in tow.

“ Fringe is one trend that keeps our look

Kaitlyn Collective

current but this season it’s more about a
hint of fringe instead of ‘all out fringe.’ ”
The playful cold shoulder trend continues to be hot for the spring
season. If you want to dabble with this look, consider trying this
dress in olive, paired with a platform sandal, wedge, or flip-flops,
finishing with a straw hat, and voila! You will look good and feel
fabulous all day.
Though neutrals are plentiful at Kaitlyn Collective, you can also
discover beautiful, bountiful, bright pops of color, too! Heading
to an outdoor soiree and stumped on what to wear? This highlow styled dress in blossomed pink will bring a smile to your face
and everyone that sees you. You can keep this look simple with a

Kaitlyn Collective

neutral clutch and your bright smile. This dress does the talking
when you walk into the party.

Tina Marie Friedman’s development of Style
TM stems from a love of fashion, coupled
with the desire to help others feel and look
fabulous. styletm.com | 720.276.0112
Noah Berg, Walnut Photography
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Kaitlyn Collective
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SKIN CARE REPORT

SPRING
Trends

by michael moore

Three big trends are being seen as the stand out “go to” this
season. To start, simply and easily, add to your wardrobe to
be spot-on, by picking garments that make you feel the most
comfortable.
LIPS
Not only is spring 2017 about a red lip as many would expect,
but this season we are using words like peach, electric orange,
and fuchsia. We are seeing them in the matte texture as well
as a hydrated creamy texture; great for the Colorado climate.
Remember, sometimes, all it takes to make a statement is a bright
color on your lips.
SKIN
The next trend is all about your skin…yes again! As we age, who
does not want fresh and beautiful, glowing skin, or at least the
look? The shinier and glowier the face… EVEN BETTER. This
look does not always have to be achieved with a shimmering
crème or powder. It can be attained by a good skincare regime and
maybe a touch more moisturizer. The look of healthy and cared for
skin!
EYES
Of course we cannot forget the eyes, right? We all like the look
of some color, but how about a lot of color? Go for the POP…if
Michael Moore is the founder of Moore for Life
which supports your journey in self transformation.
mooreforlife.com | 303.956.0311

you dare! Yellow, blue, purple; all are making a return this season.
The color is the focal point though, and the way to achieve this is
by using a neutral lip and allowing a subtle pink or a risky blue or
purple around the eyes. Remember to have fun with it.
Pick a few of these techniques and you will be truly up to date for
the season!
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Q&AKaitlyn
CCN: Why did you get into the fashion business?
KM: I have always been interested in the fashion
world. I played dress up every day as a young girl. In
college I decided to major in Business and Apparel
Merchandising. From there I knew exactly what my
long-term goal was: open a boutique. I love the
feeling of seeing someone light up when they try
on something that truly makes them feel beautiful.
Finding that perfect piece, can change your mood
instantly. When you put on a rocking outfit, it makes
my job so much fun. People have always loved my
style or asked where I got my outfits so I really made
the store around my style, but I cater it to a wide
range of customers.
CCN: How long have you been in business?
KM: I opened Kaitlyn Collective with my mother last
June. She is on the Western Slope of Colorado and
owns her own restaurant…a very busy woman! So
we enjoy going to markets together, and we pick out
every collection. We have very similar styles and are
incredibly close, so this experience has been fun for
us. When I am not at my store, I am also a Denver
Broncos Cheerleader. I have had amazing support
from my team. I can’t thank them or the organization
enough for all they have done for Kailtyn Collective.
GO BRONCOS!!!
CCN: Tell us about your style.
KM: My style is very straightforward. I love timeless
looks, classic silhouettes, and neutral color pallets. I
also love to add in fashion forward pieces to spice
things up. It is so important for every woman to
find what style they feel embodies them and really
embrace it. I don’t try to wear things that I feel aren’t
me, even though they are trending. It is so important
to feel confident in what you are wearing.
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Collective’s
C L A S S I C C R E AT I O N S

CCN: Share with us what inspires you.
KM: I feel inspired by a million different things every
day. I often find inspiration through home décor,
which is interesting. I love looking at what is currently
trending as well as color pallets that catch my eye. I
love the idea of finding new ways to use your staple
pieces from day to night looks.
CCN: What differentiates you from other boutiques?
KM: At Kaitlyn Collective we focus on getting to know
our customer’s personal styles so we can hand-pick
items for them when they come in. We offer an array
of fashion forward clothing for women ranging from
casual to professional. Our collection was designed
to offer endless pairing options and a classic, but
simplified approach to create the perfect wardrobe.
The store revolves around the fact that a timeless look
never goes out of style and that any woman can
wear our line with confidence. We want everyone’s
experience to feel special and personalized, so
we offer appointments as well. From there, we can
be ready with the items
that we think you would
love and would be a
great addition to your
wardrobe. I think that is
what differentiates us from
some other boutiques,
because we truly want
this to be an experience.
We think wine and retail
therapy are always the
answer!
Kaitlyn Collective | 720.638.5599
3035 E 3rd Ave, Denver, CO 80206
kaitlyncollective.com | Mon-Sat 10AM-5PM
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Beauty truly from
by michael moore
We often think about how the products that we put on our face are
going to be the answer to the acne, the dry skin, as to the forming
wrinkles… Well I’m here to tell you that BEAUTY truly begins from
the inside out!
In the many years of being a make up artist and now taking it further
and really allowing people to know more about about my studies
on diet and skincare, I want to bring them together and teach you
the simple things you can do in your home and kitchen to make you
glow!
The first smoothie to make you GLOW is a favorite of so many
friends that I share it with. We start off with pineapple and papaya,
which contain a strong enzyme to help with your digestion. These
same enzymes support hydration in the skin, and remove damaged
and dead cells. We add soaked flax seeds to help remove the dryness
of the skin and get the glow back on! Glow is a good thing when it
comes from the foods that we eat.
GET GLOWING SMOOTHIE
5 ounces coconut water
1/2 ripe banana
1/2 cup fresh pineapple chunks or frozen (my favorite)
1/4 cup mango chunks fresh or frozen
1 tablespoon soaked flaxseeds
Blend, Drink and Enjoy!
One of my favorite juices is a spicy concoction. I love to make it due
to the fact that it has a spicy and sweet side to it! This juice, I always
say, is a drinkable facial. I start with radishes and watercress, both
packed full of sulfur, which is great to maintain elasticity in the skin
as well building collagen. The radish is full of fiber so it really helps
with digestion. I prefer to use green grapes that have seeds. This
juice will produce grape seed oil which is a good source of fat and
packed with antioxidants. The juice will add protection to the skin;
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the inside out
the cucumber adds hydration and the ginger, great for digestion. Did
you know this is also a great anti-inflammatory and keeps your skin
youthful?
SWEET AND SPICY JUICE
½ cup radish
6 cups green grapes with seeds
½ bunch watercress
1 large cucumber
Ginger to taste
Juice and reveal fresh skin!
Living in Colorado can often leave our skin feeling dry and parched.
We can also find it hard to get through a workout, or are tired midday. These are signs of being a little dehydrated… WHAT TO DO?

“There are simple ways to

make water more appealing, and
achieve the goal of drinking more
of it by adding natural flavors.”

The reason many people suffer from dehydration is they simply do
not drink enough water. Many don’t feel inspired to drink water
because of its lack of taste. There are simple ways to make water
more appealing, and achieve the goal of drinking more of it by
adding natural flavors. Drink more herbal teas instead of coffee, and
hot or cold water with the juice of a fresh lemon or Doterra Lemon
oil and a bit of stevia, if needed, makes for a tasty drink. Get the
morning started and your water intake complete with a green juice or
smoothie, and you’ll find your cells begging for it on a daily basis.
HYDRATION GREEN JUICE
1 large cucumber
1/2 celery head
1 bunch Kale
1 lemon
1 knob of ginger

Michael Moore is the founder of Moore for Life

Stevia added to sweeten if desired

which supports your journey in self transformation.

This juice is a great way to make sure you get hydrated and maintain

mooreforlife.com | 303.956.0311

optimal health, and keep you GLOWING!
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MAKING WINE AND SPIRITS
SIMPLE, SOCIAL, AND FUN
The Wine Dispensary is a non-traditional wine & spirits
boutique, wine club and event venue providing curated
tastings and retail offerings for Wine Dispensary Wine Club
members, private groups, and businesses. We offer selection
and pairing services for caterers, chefs, and event planners
and support concierges and property management groups
as a convenient, cost-effective, one-stop-shop delivery and
stocking service to fulfill their clients’ wine and spirits needs.

We navigate the world of wine (and spirits) to save you time
and money by curating selections that align with both your
palate and your budget.

The Wine Dispensary
435 West Colfax, Ste. 101, Denver, CO 80204
303.832.8007 www.winedispensary.com

“Delivering the perfect wine or spirits
on time and on budget to any hostess,
birthday, holiday, or corporate occasion
making you the hero.”
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SESEN SKIN BODY WELLNESS
Stacy Webb :: Founder
& Chief Skin Care Specialist

The go-to spot for those in the know, Sesen Skin Body
Wellness approaches skin care from the inside out
offering holistic Rituals, medical treatments, and
nutrition support designed for real results. Founder Stacy
Webb is a licensed medical esthetician with a degree
in ecology, and the only practitioner in Colorado
certified by Dr. Vodder School International for Facial
Manual Lymphatic Drainage. Her personal struggles
with breakouts lead her to seek out solutions from both
western science and eastern therapies, and Sesen Skin
Body Wellness was born in 2011. Here, you’ll find results
oriented Rituals like the Triple Threat (microderm, microneedling and LED), their exclusive Lymphatic Ritual
(featuring MLD and LED), the anti-aging Vibrance Ritual,
acne treatments, chemical peels, and more. And take
note: Stacy and her team of talented, experienced
estheticians customize every treatment to best address
each client’s actual skincare needs, one Ritual at a
time.

www.sesenskinbodywellness.com
1735 E. 17th Avenue No.1, Denver CO
303.333.7546
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STATE-OF-THE-ART EXPANSION
IS A MUST-SEE!
If you haven’t been over to Cherry Creek Athletic Club in a while,
you must go and see the amazing renovation that the club has
completed. Located at 500 South Cherry Street, this popular
Cherry Creek landmark is a full service Athletic Club with a 125,000
square foot state of the art facility. They have been voted one of
America’s top health clubs in Club Industry Online multiple times.
They have added approximately $7 million in capital
improvements to the club, financed by the parent company
Millice Group Ltd.
Every club has to consider the ever-changing consumer demands
for fitness and high-intensity training programs, equipment,
and collateral services to help all its members enjoy personal
health and wellness and they have done it right! They have fully
embraced the power of re-purposing, re-investing, and are not
afraid of change.
The expansion includes a new hot yoga studio, Hot Creek Yoga;
new cardio areas and weight rooms with impressive mountain
views; an elevated 2nd floor running track; the CCAC Elevation
Studio for high performance group exercise and TRIBE Team
TrainingTM; and a new functional fitness floor. The renovated lobby
and Ink! CoffeeTM cafe are lovely and encourages networking
with other club members. Other improvements include a new
conference room available for rent to the community; state-ofthe-art sound systems and wi-fi throughout the club. They were just
featured in IHRSA/ Club Business International and as the cover
story in Club Insider Magazine.. Don’t take our word for it, see for
yourself, and take a hassle-free tour at this incredible facility.

Cherry Creek Athletic Club
500 South Cherry Street, Denver Co 80246
www.cherrycreekclub.com
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The Frye Company Denver Modern Icons Celebration
Cherry Creek North 2929 E 2nd Ave
Tim Howard of the Colorado Rapids hosted this fun
evening with a live performance by The Weeks.

www.thefryecompany.com
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